
PASS the SACK

CONCEPT

Attitudes, beliefs, values,
and economic conditions
influence the practice of
mineral resource reuse
and conservation.

LEARNING OUTCOME
The students will under-
stand that mineral
resources are basically
nonrenewable and that
their use is limited by
social decisions.

CURRICULUM FOCUS:
Science, Social Studies

SKILLS/PROCESSES:
decide, discus, estimate

KEY VOCABULARY:
consumed, infinite,
regulation, renewable,
nonrenewable

MATERIALS:
two types of individually
wrapped candy, large
clear plastic bag, smaller
bag

Background
Some of the earth’s resources are renewable, but some are nonre-
newable.  Mineral resources are considered nonrenewable because
creating most of them takes a very long time.  Our fossil fuels, for
example, took millennia to create.  

Conservation cannot create new mineral resources, but it can
extend the life of our existing resources.  Using less energy by
keeping our homes and work places a little cooler in the winter and
a little warmer in the summer is one way of conserving resources
which everyone can do.  Not being wasteful is another means of
conservation. 

Preparation
Count out enough candy so there is one piece for half of your stu-
dents, using equal amounts of both types of candy.  Put it in a clear
plastic sack.  Place enough of only ONE TYPE of candy for the rest
of the class in a smaller bag and set it aside.

Learning Activity
Ask students the following questions to assess their knowledge and
to stimulate interest in the activity:

What happens when we run out of things we need?  When some-
thing is nonrenewable, what does that mean?

1.  Review the terms renewable and nonrenewable resources.
Discuss how minerals can be classified as nonrenewable.
While this discussion is taking place, pass around the sack of
candy, without any rules about how many pieces students can
take.  Occasionally add four or five pieces of candy from your
smaller bag to the sack.  The sack should be empty before it
reaches all the students. You may need to prompt a student to
take a handful of candy to make this happen.

POINT OF INQUIRY

Will we ever run out of
mineral resources?
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